WHY SAVINGS BANK LIFE INSURANCE belongs in the portfolio of every contemporary man and woman.

Savings Bank Life Insurance is America's oldest cost life insurance for all Ordinary Life, Endowment, and Renewable Term. That's one reason why.

For example, under the SBLI 5 Year Renewable Term Plan, a man of 40 can buy $12,000 in Savings Bank Life Insurance for less than $100 a year* (at age 25, the cost is less than $75 a year*). This makes it possible to provide extra protection—at lowest cost—at a cost that families need it most. In addition, an SBLI 5 year term policy is automatically renewable and convertible to any one of several permanent policies up to age 65, without additional medical examination.

This assures continuity of protection, no matter what health condition might develop. Another reason why is that although Massachusetts Savings Bank Life Insurance is available only to people who live or work in Massachusetts, you can keep any amount you own at the same low premiums even if you should leave the state.

To learn more about the many kinds of SAVINGS BANK LIFE INSURANCE, visit our bank and ask for a free copy of the informative SBLI FACTS booklet. While you're there, we'd be pleased to answer any questions you may have about SBLI. And you don't have to be a depositor or customer of the bank to receive this service.

*Average net annual payment for 5 years, based on PYS Savings Bank Life Insurance divided scale.

S.B.L.I. IS 4TH IN THE AMOUNT OF ORDINARY LIFE INSURANCE IN FORCE IN MASSACHUSETTS OF APPROXIMATELY 100 LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES LICENSED IN THE STATE.

Why engineering students graduate to Lockheed.

Progress is a matter of degrees. But, that's only the beginning. At Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, we're working on widening the universe...and subsurface projects. We're really high on space...we've got Agena and other top-flight deep submergence vehicles, for example. And, just to show you our feet are solidly on the ground by firing a 91 was disappointing, but he made up for this by firing a fine 98 in kneeling, and a truly outstanding 90 in standing.

Why are these men laughing? Find out on "The Don Adams Special." "Hooray, made up for this by firing a fine 98 in kneeling, and a truly outstanding 90 in standing. The fifth spot on the team went to Karl Lamson '71 with a 260. This was a particularly poor performance for Lamson; he has been averaging 98 in kneeling, and a truly outstanding 90 in standing.

Our interview team will be on campus Feb. 23 and 24. Move up to Lockheed...or move over for those who do. If an interview is inconvenient at this time, write to: College Relations Coordinator, P.O. Box 504, Sunnyvale, California 94088. LMSC is an equal opportunity employer.